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Virtual Group Updates (Continued)
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Virtual Group Updates (Continued)
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Virtual Group Updates (Continued)
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If you are interested in attending any of
these groups, please email:
wtchp-help@eohsi.rutgers.edu

Virtual Group Updates (Continued)
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Mental Health Spotlight Series

thefor
of

Retired Sanitation Supervisor New York City
Department Sanitation

Continue on next page

January 2023 Features:

Barry Asnes

Dr. Jean Kanokogi
Retired for theSpecial Agent United States Government.
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Mental Health Spotlight Series: Barry Asnes

Continue on next page

retired Sanitation Supervisor
for
The

New York City Department of Sanitation
following is an interview with Barry Asnes, a
the

What is your name and job title? Where did you work? Are you
still working or retired?
Q:

theis Barry Asnes, a
retired

supervisor for New York City
Department of
A: name I was

Sanitation. I started in Oct 2, and on
January 1st 2015, so I worked in this field for a little over 25

“My

years.”
1989,

Q: whatisdid you work? youHow get into this line of How did know this you wanted to do?

A:
my

I was a

supervisor

for

the

new

department

of
I Started

in and

on
I

in

this
for

a

little

years.

“I first heard about it while college 1981, took written test in 1982 physical in
1983. Then, left college and lost way a bit. working at a bank, met my wife around

time in August 1984, gave her a ring two months later, and got married August 16, 1986. We
have been together 38 So, opportunity came at a good time. was working full time at
bank and going to college at night. Then, I got a notice from of sanitation, where I knew
at the end of 5 years, I would make top salary and I would have the security, pension, benefits that
came with it. It seemed like a better fit for starting a family. Then, I started working as a
sanitation worker and then a bit after that, a friend and I took the supervisors test and got
promoted to with only 9 months on the job, which has never happened before or since. I
stayed as a supervisor for my whole career.”

Q: didyou of youWhat todo like most about your job? What parts your mission connect the most?

A: Itwas in

in

took
a

and
a

and
a

working at
a

around

This

of

a

and
got

on

wethe

atime.

was

working

and

to

got

a
from

of
the

of

Thethat

with itlike

a

after

theto

“It dirty job Fresh Kills Landfill Staten Island, but had lot fun.
brotherhood. We worked lot people, was closeknit. Everyone care

looked each other. was even more case when 9/11

was

We had an even
tighter bond during landfill had closed March 2001 but few hours after 9/11,
decision

was
made bring debris ground zero tolandfill

to

sort we put
back into action. It

there

we had so many different people agencies out
there.

to
went

to
This from September 11th May 2002. We worked 12-hour shifts, 7 days

week. Everyone stepped We all Everyone was help do what we had do."

happened.

through.
huge effort,

So,

up. along.

Q: youdid you toHow grow professionally from when first began where you are now?

A:

was

a job
the had

a

lot of

it a

with

lot

and

and
even

theI togot
thattheto

debris

the
got intoso

many different
on

the
the

up

“I promoted very quickly, thrown fire learn fly. I learned how
work people. I also learned about different aspects

goes beyond just picking trash, such as salting roads, snow removal, traffic accidents
such as clearing oil spills. Overall, good education. I learned about city."

Q: how did youtoareWhat some challenges related your role and overcome them?

A:

I

the
and

had

to

learn

on
the

I
to

a

and
work

with many
different

I
the

different
of the theand was

I

“As new supervisor only 9 months experience job, there were challenges
navigate. Mainly dealing with interpersonal challenges all personalities, especially
with workers who more experience than me. had to effectively with
people manage expectations needs bosses and people supervising. In
general, always like to use humor to diffuse stressful situations. like bringing joy to myself and
others.
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Mental Health Spotlight Series: Barry Asnes

Continue on next page

Q: What yourwas biggest accomplishment?
A:

is
I

was a

for

the
of andon

a

“I am proud how everyone stepped 9/11 how there lot of professionalism,
efficiency, solidarity, and respect among my coworkers and amongst all different organizations
that were supporting the clean-up efforts, especially when it comes to sorting through and finding
remains. It was tough. We saw lot of bad things. Having support from colleagues and other
organizations meant a lot and helped during the process. The 9/11 community very close knit from
having gone through the same experiences, it’s like an instant bond. That’s why like to thank Dr.
Udasin and Kate offering the group support services at the program.”

Q: youWhat advice would have for young candidates starting out?

A:
it

was
in

in

a
my

for
of

two got
for

the

opportunity

to

the
would

the

new
Sanitation

theto

“My sons are workers now & when they hired advice them same
be any sanitation worker. Be punctual your shift, do your duties assigned

safe & efficient manner & when promotional tests come out, take them. There is plenty
move up ranks Department."

Q: What yourare proudest moments looking back?
A: was

aworking

at

the we

a

of
It was

we
worked with

of and
It

everyone

care

of

and this

the

When

9/11
during

that

the
to

from

to
the

to
people

and

out on

to

7 days week.

everyone

everyone

There

to
helpand

do

“Helping definitely my proudest moment. were other moments too such as
operation assist Hurricane Sandy, where were again I’m most

proud operation during 9/11 because enormity it, loss of life, how
leaned on one another for support. very powerful. felt good see come together
for common cause, get taken of as quickly respectfully as could. I always
try pay if forward I can. I come asking for advice,
I my best help. I also do charity work. Once I helped raise 18,000 dollars walks and events
for cancer research the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. "

Q: you whentoWhat do like do you’re off the job?
A: I

the and
to to

Just
“I’m definitely an adrenaline junkie. like travel, go concerts, see standup comedy shows, help

people out, go to gym, be out in nature hiking. love enjoying life basically."
Q: How youdo define success?

A:

with

on
the many

to

and

the

who
I

to to

people

and

the

and ofand
I in

and

“I define success by having family friends that you can rely can rely on you. Money
doesn’t mean anything. Having health support from family close friends, whom
consider brothers, is how define success. Having your life who want be close you
shows kind of person you are.

my Roman Catholic faith is important me emulate living way God wants us to, by
paying it forward and doing for others as much as we can."
Also,

Q: youWhen are happiest?
A: and in“When I’m with my family, wife, sons, daughter law. When we are all together is when I’m
happiest."
Q: youDo have a favorite quote?

A: “Don’t sweat the small stuff.”
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Mental Health Spotlight Series: Dr. Jean Kanokogi

Continue on next page

The following is an interview with a retired
for the

Dr. Jean Kanokogi Special Agent
United States Government.

Q: What is your name and job title? Where did you work? Are
you still working or retired?

A: “My name is I a for the

of
I in

retired

a 25

Dr. Jean Kanokogi, am Special Agent
United States government. retired from my career law
enforcement week ago after years service.”
Q: How did you get into this line of work? How did you know this is what you wanted to do?

A: “I it
while

Iwas
in college

tooka
and a

I
for

this twoIwastoknew
would

towhat wanted do, calling, always wanted help people.
entrance exams law enforcement thought federal be great fit."
Q: What do you like most about your job? What parts of your mission did you connect to the most?

A: athe had andon“I liked positive impact I people’s lives being voice for those who didn’t have one."

Q: How did you grow professionally from when you first began to where you are now?

A: “I

I
the

and
to

onthe I learned to
also a

the
just as

and

always thought knowledge helped me grow professionally, both academically through my
experiences working in field. This allowed me grow not professionally but person.
became more resilient used my resilience and skills grow and off job."
Q: What are some challenges related to your role and how did you overcome them?
A: the challenges

to
and

whoto to
work

people and and
of

and
in

to
to

to
and

“One biggest any environment is management navigating
personalities. One way understand that is be true yourself you are

not what others think you should be. Managing your own emotions others’ emotions is crucial.
Ask yourself where their emotions are coming from. Also, ask yourself, do you want be or do
you want to be happy?"

leadership,

right,

Q: What was your biggest accomplishment?

A: of

on
and

the that theto

the

isI

for

at“One biggest accomplishments look restoring dignity back victims. Also
mentoring young agents law enforcement officers by providing career guidance. Lastly,
working mental health legislation. I recently worked on two bills law enforcement in
smashing stigma for mental health."

Q: What advice would you have for young candidates starting out?

A: thefor your“Don’t look shortcut, pay dues, and if you fall down, get up."

Q: What are your proudest moments looking back?

A: such as theto aI’m of
for

Ithat
I

“The ability make change. glad left legacy some positive changes,
mental health legislation co-authored law enforcement."
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Q: What do you like to do when you’re off the job?

A:
I

like
to

to

the
andlove

“I volunteer as a director of mental health for Federal Law Enforcement Officers
Association. am passionate about helping the helpers. I travel. Also, I practice teach
judo, I’m a 6th degree black belt and actually wrote a book called, “get up and fight.” I read,
write, cook, and exercise."

Q: How do you define success?

A: “I success by
and

thatcan
on can the

many
of

Ihow Ipeople
be

the

mymeasure positively impact. do through my keynote
speaking presentations how people best versions themselves. It’s not about me,
it’s about big picture."

Q: When are you happiest?

A: I’m andwhen arewhen“I’m happiest grounded other people achieving their goals and finding
their purpose."

Q: Do you have a favorite quote?

A: the“The Maya Angelou quote when she said something to effect of “It’s not what you can do for
someone but it’s how you make them feel.” People don’t remember the lunch you bought them, but
they remember how you made them feel.
Also, “In life you are either the hammer or the nail. Be the hammer.” Take responsibility and
accountability.

Mental Health Spotlight Series: Dr. Jean Kanokogi

If you are interested in ofbeing featured in one our
spotlight interviews, send us an email at:
wtchp-help@eohsi.rutgers.edu
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"It’s Not All in Your Head"
An Editorial by Anton Steiger M. Ed., LAC, NCC - CCE Extern

I’m not one for making generalized statements, but if I had to make one, it would be that
people are often too hard on themselves, and I wish that they would be a bit kinder to
themselves. We seem to be especially hard on ourselves when managing our stress levels
and depressive moods. Perhaps this is most evident with the statement, “it’s all in my head,”
or even worse, when someone else says, “it’s all in your head.” I see this behavior in not
only my clients but also my friends, family, and occasional enemy. Why is our first response
to stress or depression to brush it off? What does the phrase “it’s all in my head” mean,
and what does it do for us to say it? Do these experiences of stress and low moods mean
nothing? Is it really in our heads, or is there more to it than that?

Well, I think a whole book could be written to
explore these questions, and maybe I’ll get around
to writing that book later, but for now, let us focus
on that last question because the truth about
long-term depression or stress is alarming, albeit
informative. When the phrase “it’s all in my head”
comes up, we usually refer to the mind over the
brain. Grouping up the feeling of stress or low
mood to similar fleeting things like our imagination.
Doing this is not only unfair to ourselves, but it
is also incorrect. Every thought and feeling we
have ever experienced has a physical form in the
body as electrical signals firing in our brain. If
we are going to talk about our brain, we need to
talk about our nervous system.

The nervous system can be broken up into two parts: the central nervous system and the
peripheral nervous system. The central nervous system (or CNS for short) is our brain and spinal
cord, while the peripheral nervous system (or PNS for short) is the collection of nerves that
stem from the spinal cord and extend to all parts of the body. We’re talking about not just our
muscles but our organs and the different biological systems they are a part of. You may start
to see where I am going with this. Anything that goes awry with the brain eventually makes its
way down the spinal cord, through the PNS, and into these different biological systems causing
a variety of problems that are very real and very much not just in your head.

Continue on next page
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one

of

manage

chronic

or

stress
is

or

up

in

the
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but

we

is

is that

This the

in

and

it

with

This
is

as

is

to
and

of
it

You
your

If

you

don’t

your
a of

the

you

get

it

aYour
can

to

your

to
the

with

is
spacethe

the

body.

biological

on
to

to

function

system

not

a

it

to

So,

a

is

negatively

affectwhat

as
stress

low

can

to

withinan oversimplification matter,

but

just about every body
affected by

and
depression. Bone

and
muscle density decrease

considerably, liver
and

kidney reduce significantly, heart

and

lungs are strained

to

work sometimes twice

as

hard usual,

and

me started reproductive system!
say when daily tasks feel harder while you’re struggling

your
mood, it’s because actually harder. It’s
not

just
your

head. be kinder yourself.
are

not

imagining things.

your

body reflection

your

mind,

and

mind reflection
Psychotherapy

can

be an excellent service give time

and

process
stressors one’s life body, might

not

be enough. Speak doctor.
Maybe physical therapy consultation dietitian help. Whatever need, here at

World Trade Center Health Program are here
help. nothing else, I want know—you are notalone, just head.

Rutgers University Clinical Center of Excellence

For example, one symptom of people who manage chronic depression or chronic stress is
problems sleeping. Problems falling asleep, problems staying asleep, or problems waking up in
the morning. Problems all around, but unfortunately, we have more problems than that. One
reason why sleep is so important is that during this time, our brain flushes out the old
cerebrospinal fluid in our skull and replaces it with fresh cerebrospinal fluid. This fluid is vital as
its sole job is to keep our brains clean and run smoothly. Think of it like motor oil. You risk
seriously damaging your engine if you don’t change your oil after a certain number of miles. The
same goes for sleep; if you don’t get it after a certain number of hours, you risk seriously
damaging your brain.

For
example,

of

orstress

is in
The

have

more

that.
is

so
that

This
brain

the

in

it

with this

as

job

to

of

It

your

if

a

Certain

of

the

it
a of

can lead
to

neuro-inflammation, which means
different parts

of

brain

starts

to

swell.

the
problem there isn’t much space

the
skull, portions

the

brain

start pressing against

the

skull, sending ripple effects into

the

body. Here’s

the

real issue. biological systems rely on other
systems todo their

to

function properly.

the

cardiovascular system does not
means cleaning

the

blood pumps. relies on

the

digestive system

to

do So, portion

the
under stress, could negatively affect

the

function
liver, which turn puts strain on heart.

So, what starts prolonged low mood can
lead pressure on different systems within body.

Not All in Your
An Editorial by Anton Steiger M. Ed., LAC, NCC - CCE Extern
“It’s Head” (Continued)
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"How to Beat the Winter Blues"
By Jodi Streich, Mental Health DirectorPh.D.,

and thisDo ofmoreyou find yourself feeling lethargic down time year?

to

and to

that
that

the the
In

we
thefeeling

of
this

we
are

Due lower levels natural sunlight experience during winter months,
there scientific explanations explain more ‘gloomy’ time of year.
fall winter months, are exposed less natural light.

Continue on next page

You are certainly not alone!

This can lead to:

• Dips in serotonin, a neurotransmitter that regulates mood;
• inDisruptions circadian rhythms (your body’s internal clock), which help control
sleep-wake cycles;
• in aAlterations melatonin, hormone associated with both mood and sleep.

thiscanTherefore, if your mood fluctuates, things also feel more challenging time
of year. You may experience less pleasure in your day-to-day functioning,
recognize job performance issues, and may be struggling in your relationships
with family and friends.

your mood feel moremay
your

Although gloomy than usual, the winter blues do not
have to hinder ability to enjoy life.

your

mood

theto
to

It’s important get outside whenever sun is out
during these darker days. Try take a short walk
each day. Exposing yourself to natural light will help
boost serotonin production and overall mood.
Sunlight also increases serotonin production, which
helps stabilize and overall sense of well-being.
If you’re having a tough time in the A.M., try using a
wake-up light.

Try considering the following Mood Booster tips:

Sunlight

Sleep
to theduringTry

to

a

to

help
and

your
mood. and

time

in

the

maintain regular sleep schedule
winter months. This can keep hormones
balance regulate your Go sleep wake
up at same every day help normalize your
circadian rhythms.
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to Beat the Winter
By Jodi Streich, Ph.D., Mental Health Director
“How Blues” (Continued)

Continue on next page

to
theto

a

serotonin

and

mood.
also

which

a

Research consistently shows strong
exercise-mental health connection,
particularly for those who experience
depression anxiety. Exercise
releases endorphins make you feel
happy - great way beat winter
blues! Exercise can increase

also affects

Mood Booster tips (continued):
Exercise

Book a “mini” Staycation

to
a

yourin

and
to

time

If Bermuda is not immediate
future, you may still get boost by
planning mini-getaways closer home.
Sometimes it is much easier make

plan a local staycation treat.
Consider taking a cooking class with
friends, trying out a new restaurant in a
nearby town, or checking out a local
museum.

bookaGet lost in good
is

your
a to

and

alocal

Reading for pleasure great way
take mind off how you’re feeling.
Your library also has range of
mental health & wellness books which
can provide helpful information
support for managing stress.

a
and

to

a
to

the

can
increase

Even though we know that laughter is one of
best medicines out there, most of us are not
laughing enough! Studies have found that even
the anticipation of laughter help reduce
stress levels lift spirits. Easy ways
your laughter is to have zoom chat with friend,
watch your favorite comedian, watch a comedy
movie, or read a funny book.

Laugh more often

Monitor your Media!

If

is

not

in
your

you

to

it

is

much

to

time

And

new

The news getting very scary lately. these
days, the constant COVID coverage and updates
on variants enough lower anyone’s
spirit. While staying informed is important, this
does mean that need oversaturate
yourself. We all know that the news repeats the
same information over and over. Do pay attention
to how the news is delivered. Does feel more
sensational? you have answered YES, then you
have probably been spending too precious

on media. Try cutting social media and
news delivery time half.

a

for

and

to make

feel
Many people set unrealistic New Year
resolutions then sense of deflation
and failure when they can’t keep them.
Remember slow down and some time

yourself.

Be kind to yourself
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“How to Beat the Winter Blues” (Continued)
By Jodi Streich, Ph.D., Mental Health Director

Continue on next page

a

forandtoyou

a

To

the winter

can

When months roll in, it does not
mean need stay in watch tv
months on end. keep yourself occupied,
take up new hobby for the winter months
that you complete indoors, such as
journaling, writing, reading, painting,
learning new language or cooking. Having
a hobby you can do in the winter will help
keep your mind occupied and add some fun
and variety to your evenings.

Mood Booster tips (continued):
Get an indoor hobby

Make healthy versions of
comfort foods

a
your

a

of

and

Even those us who dread the cold cannot
turn away from the delicious aroma of warm
soups, stews, other yummy, comforting
dishes like mac ‘n’ cheese. Fully embrace the
cooking this winter as fun and simple
indoor activity. Try following recipes on
favorite internet channels while indoors on
cold afternoon.

and

Feel
of

they

to

someDo mindful walking. Explore each
sensation as arise in each moment.
the shock cold air as you inhale. Notice the
crunch of snow or frozen ground beneath your
boots. See the pristine beauty of nature. Being
mindfully present in these winter moments, you
can learn connect more deeply with yourself

your surroundings as you open to
appreciating the magic around you

Take a Hike

some

each

the
of you

you can

to

yourself

and

you
to

There’s something very
comforting distinctively
wintery about sipping on a hot
mug tea. If know you’re
going spend next three
months feeling that extra chill
(even while indoors), create a tea
arsenal so set aside time
for day relax and
warm up. Find flavors love, so
you’ll really look forward to
cozy tea time.

aStart nightly tea ritual
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“How to Beat the Winter Blues” (Continued)
By Jodi Streich, Ph.D., Mental Health Director

you

to

and
to

a
you

can

can help

your

and
to

Being constantly connected
technology negatively impact
mood. Switching phones tablets off
at least 90 minutes before go bed

relax, feel less anxious
get good night’s sleep

Mood Booster tips (continued):

Be tech smart and switch off

do
some

inthe
you

the
canLearn

toand
to

When all else fails, crank up heat, stay finally what you’ve been meaning for
past year: meditate. Here are popular 2023 apps that help get started:

Learn to meditate

• Headspace

• Best for Beginners: Ten
Percent Happier Meditation

• Best for Sleep: Calm

• Best Guided: Buddhify

• Best Budget: Insight Timer

• Best For Focus: Unplug.

• Best for Learning Breathing
Techniques: Breath work

• Best Selection: Simple Habit

up
and to you

Lastly, consider joining one or more of our virtual groups! Many will be starting this
February we would LOVE see there!

Join a WTC Virtual Group

wtchp-help@eohsi.rutgers.edu
If you have any interest in participating in our virtual groups - please
send us an email at:
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Mental Health Support Staff

Our ExternsPsychology

Hello! My name is Anton Steiger, and I am a doctoral
psychology extern at the World
Trade Center Health Program Mental Health
Department. I’m new to the team but not new to the
field. I’m a licensed associate counselor in New Jersey
and have been practicing for about three years. I
specialize in grief and depression and take an
existential approach to working with patients. What I
mean by that is that I believe each patient may have
similar experiences, but how that experience affects
someone is entirely unique. We explore why some
experiences affect us more than others and develop
ways to ensure some experiences no longer affect us
in the ways they used to.

Rutgers University
CCE

Anton Steiger

I am a social work intern here at the World
Trade Center Health Program. Outside of the
office I spend a lot of my free time hiking. As a
result, I’ve been fortunate enough to visit many
beautiful places, Maine being my favorite and
holding a special place in my heart. Some of
my responsibilities as a social work intern
includes benefit assessments, co-facilitating
groups, and assisting with mental health. I
received my bachelor’s degree from Montclair
State University. Currently, I am in my last
semester of graduate school. I attend Rutgers
University where I am working towards my
master’s degree in social work. I

I

had
to
and

and

more

In the fall
the opportunity

to

co-facilitate the Cancer
Support Group

and

Project Uplift, both of
which allowed me

to

meet interact with
wonderful members in our program. This
upcoming spring, look forward

to
co-facilitating the Women’s Support Group
having the opportunity meet many
members of our program!

Shelby DutkiewiczKarly S. Weinreb
I’m a fourth year Clinical Psychology PhD Student.
My experience is in working with trauma-exposed
people, including veterans, healthcare workers and
first responders. I meet with a lot of EOHSI patients
for mental health certification interviews and am
co-facilitating the Women’s Group and Law
Enforcement Group this year.

Hello! I am a first year Master of Social Work
student at Rutgers. As a Social Work intern,
my role with the World Trade Center Health
Program is a Benefits Counselor. Also with the
WTCHP I will be co-facilitating the Law
Enforcment, and Health & Wellness virtual
programs. After graduation I hope to work in
either a school or clinical setting, with the
ultimate goal of going into private practice
therapy. Some of my interests outside of social
work include: football (Go Steelers), Music (I
play in a Classic Rock cover band and make
original music), and exercising. Hope to see
you in groups this spring!

Mickey Maffei

Practicing under the clinical supervision
of our Mental Health Director Jodi
Streich, Ph.D.

Practicing under the clinical supervision
of Kate York, L.C.S.W.
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mental health support staff.
These have been extraordinary additions our team.

We appreciate for all the hard work they do!
individuals

Our Social Work Interns

Ritvik Dutta
a year

Clinical Psychology
is in

and

first

of

for

mental

Health
and the

group

and

Ritvik Dutta, MA 4th doctoral student Kean
University’s Combined School
program extern at Rutgers World Trade
Center Program (WTCHP). His clinical
research interests include mindfulness, acceptance,
and compassion-based cognitive-behavioral
treatments anxiety disorders,
obsessive-compulsive and related disorders, and
trauma- and stressor-related disorders. At the
Rutgers WTCHP, he conducts individual and
psychotherapy as well as health monitoring
and follow-up to help responders heal, grow, and
live well. He is also passionate about issues related to
policy and systems affecting the mental health
individuals of minority statuses, such as people of
multicultural backgrounds. He aspires to make these
policies and systems more helpful through an
emphasis on rehabilitation and guidance rather than
punishment and distress control.
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Mental Health Support Staff (Continued)

Graduate Assistant Group Facilitator

Mike Smith, LCADC has an MA in
counseling and is licensed in the
areas of Mental Health and Chemical
Abuse. He has over 30 years of
experience in various areas of both
group and individual counseling,
casework, and supervision. These
areas include substance abuse
recovery, mental health, and
vocational rehabilitation. He is
committed to providing a safe and
collaborative environment in which
individuals can openly address
whatever challenges they may be
facing.

Mike Smith, LCADCKaan Kideys

Hi, my name is Kaan Kideys, I am a
Graduate Assistant working in the
Mental Health Department for the
World Trade Center Health Program
here at EOHSI. I am responsible for
assisting in the coordination of the
mental health services in the clinic,
particularly our support group
offerings, as well as other
administrative responsibilities. I have
recently graduated from Rutgers with
a Master’s in Applied Psychology and
my career goal is to complete a
doctorate in clinical psychology and
become a licensed clinical
psychologist. My clinical interests
include providing trauma-informed
care and working with mood, anxiety,
and substance misuse issues. I am
passionate about improving access to
quality mental health care for all and
hope to operate my own community
mental health clinic one day. I will be
co-facilitating the Retiree Social
Group and the Project Uplift Group. I
am also responsbile for conducting
the interviews for our spotlight series
so please reach out if you would like
to have your interview featured in our
upcoming newsletters. Your stories
are incredible and inspiring, it is an
honor for me to assist the members
of the WTCHP anyway I can.

Here we have highlighted a few members of the mental health support staff.
These team members have been extraordinary additions to our team.

We appreciate them for all the hard work they do!


